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The White proposal time is good.  Is he willing to come to our offices?  I will have some text for you by 

tomorrow morning.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	From:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBDate:	12/29/97 04:54:55 

PMSubject: 	Re: December Congressional LetterThank you.  I'll incorporate them into my draft.On the Robert 

White matter, I have just left a voice mail message for him proposing Thursday, January 8, 10:00 a.m. for our 

meeting with him at the ARRB office.  I asked him to call back and confirm that time or propose an alternative 

for next week.  I'll let you know what I hear.To:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	From:	Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRBDate:	12/29/97 04:53:59 PMSubject: 	Re: December Congressional LetterI can draft the relevant 

portion, along with a separate suggestion on the IRS.To:	Jeremycc:	 From:	Tom Samoluk/ARRB   

Date:	12/29/97 01:24:18 PMSubject:	Re: December Congressional LetterAny thoughts on how/if to use the 

reference to the Pereira meeting below (highlighted) in the December Congressional letter?To:	Tom 

Samoluk/ARRBcc:	From:	Bob Skwirot/ARRBDate:	12/29/97 01:08:01 PMSubject: 	Re: December 

Congressional LetterSorry that I was unable to respond to your request.  I have been out of the office since 

December 17.The December meeting was fairly uneventful.  The Board voted on 299 green CIA documents, 

the vast majority records from the CIA's sequestered collection.  They range through the second half of the 

collection and are concentrated in boxes 44, 45 & 46.  I believe that this batch brings us close to completion of 

the folders in the Sequestered collection which our staff had marked as priority one.  The records designated 

priority 2 through 4 will still need to be processed, though probably not in the immediate future.  These may 

account for possibly 30% or more of the entire hard copy Sequestered collection.  There were a few HSCA 

records (less than a dozen) most of these from the HSCA Sequestered Collection.  I believe that we will be 

getting only dribs and drabs from the HSCA from now on, as the bulk of these records have already been 

addressed.  Finally, the CIA team sent 26 Ford library documents to the Board- all green issue documents.  

Most of these records are Rockefeller Commission related, though there are a couple from the Church 

Committee and the Warren Commission.Possibly the most interesting news from December was our meeting 

with John Pereira.  He is aware of the keen interest that Congress has in the completion of our work.  He has 

assured us that CIA has taken steps, such as adding reviewers and indexers, that he hopes will alleviate our 

concerns about CIA's ability to complete the project.Again, I apologize for not getting back to you sooner.  If 

you have any questions please contact me.Thanks.Happy Holidays. 
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